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PLASTIC ATTACKS GO VIRAL

How simple plastic attacks in South Bristol
Voice naturalist and
campaigner Alex
Morss reveals how
protests against
plastic packaging
that began here in
South Bristol have
snowballed into a
global movement

I

T IS easy to think we are
personally incapable of
anything more than tiny
ripples, when we need a massive
tidal wave of global change
to heal our trashed planet.
But here is a great example of
people power, and I hope it
will replenish the optimism in
anyone who, like me, sometimes
feels despair and helplessness on
environmental issues.
A small anti-plastic

movement that we began at
stores here in South Bristol has
now gone global. It has shown
what a huge influence we can
have as ordinary people – and
that campaigning is not a waste
of time.
South Bristol members of new
local campaign group #OneByOne
began staging and promoting
‘plastic attacks’ at BS3
supermarkets earlier this year.
These peaceful protests involve
shoppers being invited to rip off
all the unwanted plastic
packaging and handing it back
after paying, asking the shops to
recycle or deal with the plastic.
Our local uprising was
perfectly timed, because the issue
had just hit the mainstream
public consciousness after being
highlighted by Sir David
Attenborough during the Blue
Planet II TV series.
Sir David showed that the
furthest reaches of the oceans are
awash with plastic, and it is

ICELAND LEADS THE WAY
ONE STORE chain, Iceland, has
promised to remove all own-brand
plastic packaging by 2023. Other
brands are starting to follow and
trial ideas.
Iceland spokesman Keith Hann
told the Voice it will be a “huge
challenge” but they have seen an
“overwhelmingly positive”
response from customers. “The
major barrier to action is the need
to achieve plastic reduction
without creating another
problem,” he said, such as an
increase in food waste, or creating
greater volumes of non-recyclable
or non-compostable packaging.
harming all kinds of wildlife.
Soon afterwards, in January, I
sent out an angry Tweet about an
‘organic’ coconut pictured at
Sainsbury’s in Winterstoke Road,
that had been stripped of its skin
and covered in plastic, sold

“We can improve shelf life by
switching out of plastic, for example
into paper or pulp punnets for
mushrooms and strawberries, but
overall, plastic provides good
protection for products and the
biggest challenge is ensuring that
replacements can match this.”
He added: “Iceland has
advantages over many other
retailers, in carrying a much
smaller range than the major
supermarkets, and in being a
private, family company that can
take long-term decisions.”
Iceland has stores at the
Broadwalk Centre in Knowle, East
Street, Bedminster, Avonmead,
and Winterstoke Road, Ashton.
wrapped in a box with a plastic
straw. That went around the
world and found its way on to
pretty much every UK news
channel, radio station and
newspaper, with the chief
executive of Sainsbury’s, Mike

THE HANDYPERSON
SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST
When Mr and Mrs Leaper in
Horfield needed some door
handles replaced, their first
thought was to call
WE Care & Repair.
It was the sort of thing Mr
Leaper would have taken care
of himself, but now in his 90s
he was aware that he should
be taking it easy.
They’d previously used a WE Care & Repair handyperson to
repair a kitchen cabinet and were impressed by the service –
“We had a good laugh, (the handyman) was very pleasant and
did a nice job. You can always rely on the service and the cost
wasn’t excessive, which is important as money has to last.”
If you are over 60 or disabled of any age and need something
doing you may wish to consider WE Care & Repair’s
handyperson service. They can look at any handyperson-type
work around the home: carpentry, fixtures, plumbing, security,
flat pack assembly and adaptations like grab handles and
supporting rails, to help with the stairs or the bathroom.
The work is subsidised by Bristol City Council, so the rates are
competitive. We are a local organisation with over 30 years
experience, we are accountable and trustworthy.

Fitting grab rails and hand rails
Repairing leaky taps
Fitting locks
Fitting shelves and curtain rails
Cleaning and unblocking gutters
Installing additional sockets
Assembling flat pack furniture

WE Care & Repair is an award-winning, not-for-profit organisation and appointed Home Improvement Agency for Bristol City Council
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